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Determining moving direction with smartphone’s inertial sensors is a well known
problem in the field of location service. Compass alone cannot solve this problem
because smartphone’s compass cannot adapt with the orientation change. GPS,
works successfully in outdoor, is not suitable in indoor scenario. Another well known
approach called dead-reckoning needs to know phones initial orientation and over
time it keeps accumulating errors. An ideal system should be able to calculate
the heading direction without any user intervention and it should be accurate and
light-weight. Moreover in order to be able to work as a generic system, the system
should not be restricted by any strict requirement for its function. Considering all the
limitations of the conventional solutions and all the requirements of a generic solution,
we propose a smartphone based solution called WalkCompass designed especially for
pedestrians. Our system focuses on the variation of force during normal human
walk and captures this property with the help of the smartphone’s inertial sensors.
Therefore, the algorithm is inherently free from errors generated by the orientation
of the phone. The performance of the system does not depend on the holding style or
location of the phone in the body. The algorithm can work fast enough to determine
the direction of movement in real time and because of its low complexity, the complete
system can be implemented in a regular smartphone. WalkCompass does not need
any bootstrapping and can produce results at each step of a walk. The heading
direction estimated by WalkCompass has an average error of 6 degrees, which is half
of the contemporary solutions.
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Finding the walking direction of a pedestrian is a long standing problem in the field
of indoor localization. A large family of indoor location based applications, like
geofencing, personal diaries, pedestrian navigation, automatic map generation and
so on, rely on an accurate heading direction estimator for their performance. It
acts as an important building block at the lower layers for such applications. The
researches on the mention field often assumes the existence of an ideal heading di-
rection estimator module or come up with an application specific solution. However,
this problem demands a complete research that can lead to a generic and accurate
pedestrian heading direction estimation module. It will benefit the proposed indoor
localization based solutions by making them feasible for practical implementation
and many upcoming researches to use this as a reliable building block.
In this project we attempt to come up with a stand-alone and generic algorithm
for finding the heading angle of a pedestrian with the help of smartphone sensors.
In ideal scenario, a generic moving direction estimator application should have the
following properties:
• No requirement for known initial orientation of the sensing device
• No restriction on the orientation of the device
• Fast, real-time response
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• Little or no bootstrapping
• High accuracy without any correction by the constraints of the map
• Low complexity and energy efficiency that makes it applicable for resource
constrained computing devices
• No application specific assumption
• Applicable in indoor as well as outdoor scenarios
The existing IMU based solution uses custom devices, which are mounted on par-
ticular parts of the body. Other solutions that use the smartphone as sensing and
computing device put restriction on the usage of the smartphone to figure out the
initial orientation of it and to track the subsequent orientation change. GPS is one
of the conventional solutions of this problem, but it does not work in indoor scenario.
Moreover it is extremely power hungry and measurement accuracy is also not suitable
for pedestrian. Another well known approach is dead-reckoning. But dead-reckoning
also needs to know phones initial orientation and over time it keeps accumulating
errors and after some time the estimation becomes to noisy to use. However this is
worth mentioning that this technique also stores the sensor readings for the entire
dead-reckoning duration which requires a lot of memory for storing and processing
the raw data.
With the ambition to propose a solution which meets the requirements of an ideal
solution and which is especially suitable for the pedestrian, we propose WalkCom-
pass. Specifically the contributions of this project are threefold:
• A novel algorithm for pedestrian heading direction estimation that follows the
properties of a generic solution for the problem.
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• Detail analysis of the effect of human walk on the smartphones placed at various
parts of the body. It provides a theoretical base to the proposed solution and
similar works with smartphone’s inertial sensors.
• An accurate algorithm for determining an extended set of motion modes of the
smartphone, without the costly frequency domain analysis of data.
In this system we determine the moving direction of a pedestrian carrying a smart-
phone by analyzing the forces experienced by the device because of various move-
ments during the walk. These forces do not depend on the orientation of the phone.
Therefore the algorithm is inherently free from any error generated by the orienta-
tion of the phone. Moreover, the performance of the system does not depend on the
holding style or location of the phone in the body. The algorithm can determine the
direction of movement in real time and because of its low complexity, the complete
system can be implemented on a smartphone. WalkCompass does not need any
bootstrapping and can produce results with the granularity of each step of a walk.
The heading direction estimated by this algorithm has average error of 6 degree,
which is half of the contemporary attempts [15].
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Chapter 2
Shortcomings of the Conventional Approaches
Digital Compass
The digital compass is ubiquitous in smartphones nowadays. The compass appli-
cation processes the values of magnetometer sensor to figure out the direction of a
specific axis of the smartphone. This compass can give the heading direction if that
axis is aligned to the direction of the walk. If the smartphone is not properly aligned
with the walking direction then it produces wrong estimation for the heading angle.
It creates a great inconvenience to the user to hold the phone steadily throughout the
walk. Moreover, this solution is completely useless for the applications that attempt
to function without user intervention.
Velocity Vector
Theoretically the velocity of the user can be obtained by integrating the linear ac-
celeration. The velocity vector itself can point out to the heading direction. But in
practical scenario, the whole system works in a different way. This is because the
smartphone sensors, however, are inherently noisy. The accelerometer sensors used
in smartphones are MEMS sensors. They contain micro electro-mechanical parts
that convert the acceleration in difference of capacitance. Therefore the source of



























Figure 2.1: These experiments show the error in the velocity estimation by integrat-
ing the linear acceleration values obtained from a smartphone sensor. The phone is
kept stationary on the table, but the calculated velocity gets a high value because of
the noise in smartphone sensor data.
circuitry also adds with this. As a result, the data produced by accelerometer sen-
sors contain high level of noise. In addition, some ambient vibration causing random
glitches also affects the data.
The noise present in the accelerometer data makes it almost impossible to get
the accurate velocity or position by directly integrating the data. In order to show
how worse the scenario is, we conduct a simple experiment. We collected linear
acceleration reading for about 400 seconds by keeping the phone still on a table.
Then we integrate the data to get the velocity of the phone, which should always be
zero in this experiment. As we can see in the Figure 2.1a the noise is amplified by
the process of integration and gets accumulated over time. As a result we can see
that the calculated velocity reaches as much as 10 m/sec. Similarly in the second
experiment, we collected the data for 14 seconds and during the experiment a small
jerk was applied to the phone at around 6th second. However the phone was kept
still for rest of the time. After the integration, the velocity was found to be negative
instead of zero as shown in Figure 2.1b. It clearly indicates that it is not possible
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in practice to obtain the velocity vector by integrating the values of smartphone
accelerometers.
GPS
Modern smartphones are equipped with Global Positioning Systems. GPS can pro-
vide the location of the smartphone and therefore can be considered as a solution to
get the moving direction. However, the GPS estimation of position can have an error
of around 10 meters. It is a small error in case of vehicular navigation but significant
for pedestrian navigation. Moreover, GPS does not work in indoor location, which
is the primary environment for pedestrian navigation. GPS is also marked by its
power inefficiency. All these make GPS a poor choice for determining the direction
of walk.
Dead Reckoning
One approximate solution to the problem of finding walking direction is based on
dead-reckoning. In navigation, dead-reckoning is the process of estimating the cur-
rent position by continuously calculating the distance or orientation from a known
fixed position. In order to find the moving direction with dead-reckoning process,
the system first registers the direction of compass at some known orientation of the
phone. After that it constantly records the change in orientation. At the final po-
sition the system calculates the current orientation of the phone from the recorded
changes and the initial orientation. Once the current orientation is known, it can
compensate the current compass value accordingly to find the current moving direc-
tion. However this process suffers from errors in calculating the final orientation due
to the noise and inaccuracy of the sensors. As a result, the estimate of the direction
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drifts and the error accumulates over time. Therefore it needs periodic correction
with the help of known landmarks. The periodic correction process may not be fea-
sible in most of the cases. The initial known orientation also adds another constraint




Estimation of heading direction always remains an important piece of information
since the beginning of the history of navigation and positioning. The advancement
of navigation is primarily dominated by the advancement of the tools that find the
direction of movement. Magnetic compass is the most important among them. It
progresses from a floating magnetized needle to a 32 points compass during the
thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries [18]. The invention of magnetometer
in 1833 and the Hall effect [9] in 1879 led to the electronic compass, which opens
up the door of electronic world to the navigation system. Various compass enabled
electronic devices declared the modern age in navigation and positioning system.
Now almost every smartphone is equipped with a digital compass. It is the inbuilt
compass and many other sensors including accelerometer and gyroscope that attracts
the researcher to develop a smartphone based personal navigation system for the user.
Another important landmark that expedite the advancement of the personal nav-
igation system is GPS. The opening up of GPS for civilian users in 1996 [17] rev-
olutionized the personal navigation and positioning. It was end of 2004 when the
assisted GPS was successfully introduced to mobile phones and in 2007 Nokia E90 [1]
was the first smartphone to come with an integrated GPS system. GPS, however,
could not impact the development of indoor positioning and navigation system be-
cause of its poor performance inside a building. Accuracy of GPS, close to 10 meters,
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is also large compared to the pedestrian movement. Researchers still mostly rely on
the built-in inertial sensors for heading direction estimation.
Many early efforts to find the heading direction estimate involve various tech-
niques. Some of them directly use raw compass data after filtering for noise. Some
of the papers propose GPS assisted solutions [2] to find the heading angle. James
et al. [6] proposed a solution of finding the heading by observing the movements
of eyes as the user looks at various objects during the walk. One of the recent re-
searches on this topic exploits the smartphone camera and finds the vanishing point
to detect the heading angle [20]. Direction of movement estimation with the help
of inertial sensors is also explored in several solutions. A number of researches on
Pedestrian Navigation System (PNS) [12, 13, 24] present solution for the heading
angle estimation with IMU based device mounted on the shoe or fixed at some other
part of the body. Scope of this thesis is distinct from these solutions. We attempt
to estimate the heading direction of a pedestrian in an indoor environment with the
help of the smartphone carried by her. The smartphone can be under the normal
usage and we do not put any restriction on the orientation or usage pattern of the
device. As carrying the phone in a pocket is considered as normal usage pattern,
we do not involve the camera in our solution. At the same time we also exclude
GPS from consideration, as the primary location for pedestrian navigation is indoor.
To provide a generic solution, without any infrastructural help from the outside or
training of any kind, we keep the WiFi or Bluetooth based solutions outside of the
scope of this thesis.
The problem in the heading direction estimation with built-in digital compass of
the smartphone is that the change in the orientation of the device adds an offset to the
estimation. It becomes worse in pedestrian scenario as different user have different
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gait and the orientation may change randomly during the walk. Many solutions deal
with this offset with the help of dead reckoning, a technique of continuous monitoring
the change in orientation from a known initial orientation of the device. Apart from
the accumulated error in dead reckoning process, the requirement of the initial known
orientation puts some additional constraints on the usage pattern. For example, [16]
requires the user to hold the smartphone in a specific orientation as long as the
application is functional. The solution in [14] assumes that the smartphone will be in
a pocket of the pants with limited variation in the placement. The initial orientation
is inferred in [15] from the gesture of the user when she holds the phone to open the
application itself. This opportunity is specific to some application and particularly
absent in the scenarios when the applications is designed to function without user
intervention. Moreover, it assumes that the user will put the smartphone in the
pocket before starting to walk. This is a controlled environment too, as she can use
the phone during the walk and switch between various positions in between.
Zee et al. [19] presents a solution based on differences in the pattern of frequency
domain representation of the accelerometer signal during walk. This technique alone
cannot distinguish between forward and backward movement. Moreover the estima-
tion obtained from this technique needs to be corrected using the constraints on the
allowable walking space imposed by the map. There are several other solutions, like
FootPath [16], that depends on the map to correct the crude estimations of heading
angle. The map of the area may not be available for all applications. One exam-
ple of such applications can be the automatic map building applications [21]. So





Analysis of Force, Acceleration, and Velocity
The concept of heading direction estimation in WalkCompass is based on the prin-
ciples of force and motion in Newtonian physics. According to the principles, all
motions of an object are the effect of the forces applied on it. Every change in posi-
tion or velocity, from the drop of a pen to the complex motion of a car, is actually
caused by the forces. The relationship between the force, velocity and acceleration
is better explained with a simple 2 dimensional scenario described in the Figure 4.1.
Here the object was initially stationary at position A. A constant force (F1) is ap-
plied for n seconds on it and after that, at position C, the force reverses its direction
(F2) and again acts for n seconds. Even if we cannot observe the force directly, we
can sense it through the changes in position, velocity and acceleration of the object.
The change in position, velocity and acceleration, caused by this force, are depicted
in this figure. First the object starts moving in the direction of the force and its
velocity increases as long as the force is applied to the forward direction. The ve-
locity gradually decreases to zero in the second half, when the force is applied in
the opposite direction. The change in velocity always happens in the direction of
the applied force. The acceleration of the object is actually the rate of change in
velocity. The direction of the acceleration, therefore, always points to the direction
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of the applied force. As we see in this example, a couple of forces applied from the
opposite directions of each other create the rise and fall in the velocity of the object.
During the first half, the object moved in the direction of the applied force (F1) and
in the second half, when the object was still in motion, it moved in the opposite
direction of the applied force (F2). Therefore, we can figure out the direction of the
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Time)
Figure 4.1: The relationship between the force, acceleration, and velocity is explained
with an example scenario.
The movement of limbs during walk also follows the basic relationship of the
force, velocity and acceleration mentioned above. Each part of the body experiences
acceleration due to the force that moves them forward and so does the smartphone
placed at that part of the body. The acceleration, recorded by the smartphone at
various point of time, can be exploited to get the direction of the force applied to it
at that time.
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Experiments on Human Walk Cycle
A close analysis of human locomotion reveals that the body does not move with
same speed throughout the walk. If we divide a walk into repetitive patterns, called
gait cycle [8], we will find that at the beginning and end of the cycle the velocity is
low. Actually the velocity of the walk slows down whenever any of the feet touches
the ground. This means when the leg swings in the air, it experiences two opposite
forces. During the first half, a force is applied to increase the velocity of the limb
in the direction of the walk and in the next half it reverses its direction to slow
down the velocity before touching the ground. Lets call the first half of this process
‘acceleration phase’ and the second half ‘deceleration phase’. In order to determine
the heading direction from the direction of these forces we need to know which of
these phases the force corresponds to.
Many researches [7, 8, 11] analyze the dynamic of human walk and show the
acceleration of various parts of the body. However, work that explores the accelera-
tion recorded by the smartphones at their normal usage during a walk is rare. We
investigated this in detail in our experiments with multiple persons carrying smart-
phones at various places including inside various kinds of pants pocket, on palm
top, in swinging hand, in cases attached to waist, and inside backpack. We record
the movement of the subjects and collect the sensor data from smartphones, which
are time synchronized with the camera. Initially the room was dark and the cam-
eras were running. The smartphones were also sensing the light of the environment
through their ambient light sensors. Then we turn on the light to have a sudden
increase in light level sensed by the smartphones as well as the cameras. Later when
we analyze, with our OpenCV [3] based custom software, the senor data from the
smartphones and video from the camera, we use this hint of change in light level to
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Figure 4.2: Three different stages of the walk cycle and the corresponding values of
linear acceleration, as measured by a smartphone held on the palm top.
achieve the millisecond level synchronization between these two sources of data. We
analyze frame-by-frame movements during the walk of each person and correspond-
ing changes in the sensor data. Figure 4.2 shows the screen shots of the experiment
and the corresponding values of linear acceleration in the three small windows on
the right. The user holds the smartphone on the right palm top during the walk.
It also tracks the phone in the video to show the vertical movement of the phone.
The window on the top left focuses on the hand and the window below it shows
the position of the feet. The screen shots of the same experiment with the linear
acceleration data from a smartphone carried in the right pocket of the trousers in
given in Figure 4.3. In the screen shots we can observe the changes in the sign of
the acceleration vales at different phases of walk. It also clearly shows the sudden
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changes in all three axes of the accelerometer when the leg touches the ground. The
results of this experiments leads to the following observations:
1. Most of the time the body moves in the direction of the leg when it swings in
the air. This serves as the basic segment of heading direction of a person for
WalkCompass.
2. The swinging leg experiences a forward force during the first half of the move-
ment and an opposite force during the second half. The forward force actually
shows the heading direction.
3. The movement of the legs and other parts of the body are different in na-
ture. Therefore, for accurate step detection, the accelerometer data obtained
from the smartphones placed various parts of the body should be processed in
different ways.
Based on the above observation we design an algorithm that can determine the
heading of a pedestrian at each footstep, irrespective of the orientation of the smart-
phone. This algorithm first determines the gait cycle of the user and its various
phases. After that it figures out the time frame when the smartphone was under
the influence of the forward force. The acceleration under that time frame points
to the heading direction of the user. It determines the direction vector from the
accelerometer data and thus gets the vector that represents the heading direction in
3-dimensional space. This raw heading is then projected on desired plane of move-
ment and compensated for the possible errors introduced by lateral movements of
bipedal locomotion.
The gait cycle determination process of WalkCompass depends on various features
obtained from the inertial sensor data. It, therefore, depends on the part of the body
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Figure 4.3: In this experiment the user carries a smartphone in a pocket of his
trousers. The figures show three different stages of the walk cycle and the corre-
sponding values of linear acceleration, as measured by a smartphone.
the smartphone is placed. To deal with this, WalkCompass distinguishes between
various usage patterns or motion modes of the smartphone with the help of a novel
motion mode detection algorithm. This algorithm depends only on the various time
domain features to accurately determine the motion mode of the smartphone and





We design the WalkCompass application in such a way that can calculate the head-
ing direction in real-time. The complete flow is divided into small modules that can
be plugged or removed without any turbulence in the flow. The flow, as shown in the
Figure 5.1, starts with the collection of available sensor data with the help of stan-
dard API provided by the platform, which is Android in this case. As the pedestrian
movement analysis does not need very high frequency signals and sampling at higher
rates includes high frequency noise in the data, we limit the data collection to a
constant rate of 25 samples per second. The collected data goes to the Motion Mode
Detection module and a buffer module simultaneously. However, a low pass filter
module de-noises the sensor data before sending it to the buffer, whereas the mo-
tion mode detection algorithm works with the raw sensor data. The Step Detection
module takes hint about the motion mode and generates corresponding intermediate
signals to aid the step detection. It then estimates the timings for the sensor data
that correspond to the heading vector. The algorithm fetches the heading direction
vector and the compass direction vector from the buffered sensor data and feeds it
to the Heading Direction Calculation module for generating the heading angle. At
the end, the Post-processing module compensates for the errors in generated heading
17




















“Estimated Heading Angle" 
Figure 5.1: The flow diagram of the WalkCompass application.
Motion Mode Detection
We design a novel motion mode detection algorithm to determine various use pat-
terns. The algorithm is based on the energy and various time domain features of the
accelerometer signal. We avoided costly frequency domain analysis for this purpose
that can potentially slow down the whole chain of heading direction estimation flow.
The energy of the accelerometer signal alone can provide coarse division between
high and low intensity activities as shown in [23]. The high intensity activities can
be a walk with the phone in swinging hand or pants pocket. On the other hand the
stationary position, walking with phone on palm top or shirt pocket are the examples
of low intensity activities. The activity identification with energy detection alone is
not precise and does not meet the requirements of WalkCompass. For example, it
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fails to distinguish a walk with the phone on the palm top from texting in stationary
position. WalkCompass uses the hint of motion mode to accurately identify the tim-
ing of the steps, as the phone shows significant diversity in the sensor data depending
on the use pattern. According to the scope of the current version of WalkCompass,
the Motion Mode Detection module recognizes the following cases:
• Case 1: The phone is held in the hand that swings naturally during the walk.
• Case 2: The phone is in any of the pockets of the pants.
• Case 3: The phone is on the palm top or held in way so that the user can
use it. The user can watch something on the screen and click or type on it.
However, the motion detection algorithm does not assume that the screen will
always face the user. It considers the use pattern to be ‘Case 3’ as long as the
user holds the phone in hand to restrict its natural movement. It does not put
any constraint on the orientation of the phone.
• Case 4: The motions when phone experiences a sudden jerk. For example, the
user raises the hand that holds the phone.
• Case 5: All other low energy random movements.
To achieve more granularity in activity recognition without the help from fre-
quency domain features, we focus on the periodic nature of the accelerometer signal
during a walk in time domain. As we can see in the Figure 5.2, the accelerometer
signal shows the periodic ups and downs according to the steps taken by the user.
This feature is strongly connected with the walk or run and does not appear in the
signal for any other normal activity with the phone. We process the accelerometer
signal to find out the ‘positive zero crossing’ in order to capture this periodic nature
19






















Figure 5.2: The accelerometer signal shows periodic nature during the walk.
in a feature. ‘Positive zero crossing’ data is actually a series of values that represents
the times when the signal crosses (or touches) the value zero line from the negative
side. Given the points of the signal are represented by the time and acceleration
pair, <ti, ai>, a point tzi in the ‘positive zero crossing’ is calculated with the for-
mula given below:
tzj = ti − ai ·
ti+1 − ti
ai+1 − ai
∀ai ≤ 0 and ai+1 > 0 (5.1)
The mean and standard deviation of the ‘positive zero crossing’ values over a
window are the two features, which together with the power of the accelerometer
signal distinguishes between 5 different modes of user activity required for the Walk-
Compass algorithm. As discussed before, the walk leaves a periodic effect on the
accelerometer value. The zero crossing values are also regular in case of walk, com-
pared to any other random activities like texting. So, a very low standard deviation
of zero crossing values indicates an action involving repetitive patterns, like walk or
run. However, this feature is not prominent in all three axes of the accelerometer
for all the time. Depending on the gait and orientation of the phone, an axis of the
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accelerometer may not have expected positive zero crossing value. Fortunately, in
all the cases we find at least one axis shows consistent standard deviation value. We
use this feature to distinguish between the ‘Case 3’ with a relatively stable phone
and some random low intensity activity when the user is not walking.
The mean value of the positive zero crossing values over a window provides an
estimate of the time interval of the repetition. In high intensity activities, the low
mean value signifies the ‘Case 2’ and a high mean value is for the ‘Case 1’. The
algorithm first categorizes the quick random jerk, high intensity activity and low
intensity activity by looking in to the total energy level of the accelerometer signal
from all 3 axes. In the next step it uses the standard deviation and mean of the zero
crossing values of accelerometer to distinguish between various cases of user activities
as mentioned before.
Step Detection
Step detection is an integral part of the WalkCompass algorithm. It helps the algo-
rithm to find out the status of the gait cycle. Various movements of the body during
a walk leave impact on the three axes of the accelerometer data. If the phone is on
the right side of the body, it experiences higher impact from the movement of the
right limbs than that of the left. The reverse is also true. We call the side of the
body, on which the mobile is placed, is the ‘primary side’. The other side is called
‘secondary side’.
Detecting the beginning and ending of a gait cycle generally involves the detection
of the point in time when the primary leg touches ground. This event has a significant
impact on the accelerometer value, as it delivers a sharp jerk to the device. During
all other time the values from the different axes of the accelerometer may or may be
21
Primary'Step'
Figure 5.3: The linear acceleration signals from all three axes simultaneously reach
extreme values when the primary leg touches the ground during the walk.
correlated depending on the orientation of the smartphone, but at the ground touch
of the primary leg makes all the three axes to reach a high value simultaneously.
This is shown in the Figure 5.3. We exploit this key observation to create another
intermediate signal, which is used for the primary step detection in our algorithm.
To generate this step detector signal, we first take the absolute values from individual
axes and add them together. Finally we take the envelope of this summation to get
the step detector signal.
Thus we get a signal that shows the point when all the three axes of the ac-
celerometer gives a very high value together. The local peaks of the step detector
signal indicate the ground touch of the primary leg. The peaks in the step detector
signal, as shown in Figure 5.4, indicates the timings of the primary steps. We run






Figure 5.4: The peaks in the step detector signal, an intermediate signal generated
from the linear acceleration signal, indicates the timings of primary steps.
Heading Direction Calculation
The time between two primary steps is the gait cycle. A gait cycle involves two sets
of acceleration and deceleration phases one for each leg. The cycle starts with the
acceleration phase of the secondary leg and followed by its deceleration phase. After
that the two phases of the primary leg comes one by one. Therefore, if we divide
the gait cycle into four parts, the last part represents the deceleration phase of the
primary leg. We chose this part for finding the heading direction vector. We take a
window in the middle of this phase and find the average of the values of three axes
separately from linear acceleration data within this window. These three average
values, one from each axes, represents the three component of the heading direction
vector on the phone’s coordinate system. As it is a deceleration phase, the calculated
vector points exactly opposite to the direction of the walk. We compensate for this
error by reversing the direction of the vector.
The calculated heading direction vector shows the movement of the leg in three-
dimensional space; we need to project this vector to a horizontal plane to find the
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actual direction of the walk in user’s two-dimensional space of movement. This
horizontal plane should be globally constant and must not depend on the coordinate
system of the phone. We take the plane perpendicular to the gravity for this purpose.
The gravity vector always points to the ground no matter what the orientation of the
smartphone is. Therefore it can serve as a global constant. We call this the ‘walk
plane’. We applied vector operations to find the projection of the heading vector
perpendicular of the gravity vector. The projected heading vector lies on the walk
plane.
To present the heading direction in angles like a compass, we find out the angle
that the projected heading vector makes with the magnetic North of the Earth. We
project the magnetic field vector on the ‘walk plane’ and find the directed angle
between from the magnetic field vector to the heading vector on the ‘walk plane’ to
get the direction of the walk as the deviation in angle from the magnetic North.
Post-processing
In bipedal movement the pedestrian takes a step to the left or right of the actual
heading direction. The step by step estimated angle is, therefore, does not give
the true direction of heading. Moreover, the generated heading angle may be noisy
because of occasional random forces applied to the smartphone during the walk.
To deal with this issue we post-process the estimated heading angle by taking the
average of two consecutive estimates and applying a median filter. The output of the




In this section, we evaluate our algorithm under various testing scenarios. In the
first experiment, we focus on the heading direction estimation in two different usage
patterns. The next experiment evaluates the performance of the WalkCompass for
its robustness in the scenario where the orientation of the phone changes frequently
and the direction of the walk remains unchanged.
Estimated Heading Angle
We have various users to use the WalkCompass application in a predefined path in
the corridor and recorded the data including the estimated heading direction. During
the walk the user has to go approximately 25 steps at 160 degree before taking a
right turn and then again around 30 steps forward at 244 degree. In this experiment
we include the 84 degree turn in the path to measure the response of the algorithm
when the heading direction changes to a large angle. We consider the 160 degree and
the 244 degree orientation of the corridor as the ground truth for this experiment.
However, this kind of constant direction value cannot serve as a ground truth for
pedestrian walk. In an unrestricted natural walk, the user can not exactly follow
a straight line. Most of the time she leans towards a side and constantly corrects
the direction to reach the destination. Therefore, an algorithm that estimates the
heading direction at the granularity of a single step, cannot use the direction of the
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line joining the start and end position as the true direction of walk.
Figure 6.1: The scatter plot of the estimated angles. Here the user carries the phone
on her hand during the walk and simultaneously uses it.
We tested the application under two scenarios: on palm top and inside pocket. In
the first scenario the user hold the phone in hand in a way so that she can watch the
screen while walking. This captures one of the common holding position where the
person can use the phone by clicking or typing on the screen or watching something
on it. Although there is no restriction on the initial orientation of the phone, the user
does not change its orientation during the walk. We analyze the effect of orientation
change in our next experiment. We collect several traces of this experiment and
the scatter plot in Figure 6.1 shows the estimated heading angles. The red dots
show the heading angle of the user at each step and the blue line shows actual angle
at various time. As we can see in the figure, the calculated heading angle follows
the true direction of the walk and changes accordingly. However, after the turn the
application takes four steps to adapt the changed heading angle. The filters used in
WalkCompass to produce a stable result from the noisy sensors introduce this delay.
In the second scenario, the user carries the smartphone trouser pocket. We do
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Figure 6.2: The scatter plot of the estimated angles. Here the user carries the phone
inside the pocket of her trousers.















Figure 6.3: The CDF of the errors in estimated heading direction. The error is
calculated as the difference between the estimated angle and the ground truth of the
heading.
not put any restriction on the choice of the pocket and orientation of the phone
inside the pocket. The user, however, does not deliberately change the position of
the phone during the experiment. We find a similar scatter plot in Figure 6.2 for this
experiment also. We calculate the error of the estimated heading angles by taking
the difference from the orientation of the corridor. The CDF plot of the error, as we
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can see in Figure 6.3, shows that the estimated angle remains within 10 degree of
the ground truth for around 70% of the samples. There is a high error region on the
plot, from -20 degree to -80 degree, for around 5% of the samples. These high errors
come from the delay in adapting the 84 degree turn. The mean value of the error is
6 degree. The Table 6.1 shows various statistics of the error as measured during the
experiment.
Impact of the Orientation Change
One of the indispensable properties of a generic heading direction estimator should
be the robustness for any change in the device’s orientation. It becomes the most
challenging part in case of pedestrian heading direction estimation, as the device
continuously changes its orientation during the walk. The direction and amount of
the orientation change is unpredictable, because we do not put any restriction on the
carrying style of the phone. The algorithm of WalkCompass, however, inherently free
from the effect of the orientation. It figures out the direction of the forces applied
on the device during the walk and in the global co-ordinate, this direction remains
unchanged even after the device changes its orientation.
To test the robustness of WalkCompass, we designed experiments where the di-
rection of the walk remains unchanged, but the user changes the orientation of the
phone to large angles. In this test the user carries the smartphone, with running
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WalkCompass application, in her hand. She walks 60 steps in a straight corridor
where after every 15 steps changes the orientation of the phone. Under such sce-
nario, ideally the output of the heading direction estimation algorithm should remain
constant throughout the walk and should always point to the actual direction of the
walk, unaffected by the devices orientation change.
In this sub-section, all the figures show the direction of the walk as calculated
by the WalkCompass in red solid line. The x-axes of the plots represent the time of
the walk and y-axis shows the angle in degrees. All the angles are calculated as the
deviation from magnetic North in a horizontal plane. The green dashed line shows
the compass angle, which is the direction the y-axis of the phone points to. The
compass angle gives us a hint about the change of the orientation of the phone. The
thin blue horizontal line shows actual orientation angle of the corridor; 244 degree.
We show the blue line in the plot at 244 degree to mention the direction of the
corridor and can be taken a very rough approximation of the ground truth. In the
figure we can see that the plots does not start from time zero. It is because here the
time starts when the application is turned on, but the walk does not start at that
moment. The user takes some time before she starts walking and again there is a
time gap between the finish of the walk and turning off the application.
In the first experiment the change in orientation is approximately 90 degrees after
every 15 steps. As we see in Figure 6.4, the calculated orientation is not affected
by the orientation change. We can see the change in phone’s orientation from the
compass angle plot. To test it in more common orientation change scenarios, in
the second experiment, the user switches the phone orientation between texting and
calling positions. The Figure 6.5 shows the results, which is similar to the first
experiment.
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Figure 6.4: The user changes the orientation of the smartphone by 90 degrees after
every 15 steps. The user walks along a straight corridor, oriented at 244 degrees.
The heading vector calculated by WalkCompass remains unaffected on orientation
change of the smartphone.



















Figure 6.5: The user switches the orientation of the smartphone from texting position
to calling position after every 15 steps. The user walks along a straight corridor,
oriented at 244 degrees. The heading vector calculated by WalkCompass remains
unaffected on orientation change of the smartphone.
We repeat the same experiment with various users and collect the data. The
initial orientation of the smartphone and the change in orientation was up to the
user and therefore random. We present the calculated orientation for all of these
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Figure 6.6: The scatter plot of the estimated heading direction for many users walking
on a straight corridor. The users change the orientation of the smartphone in any
random direction after every 15 steps. The corridor is oriented at 244 degrees. The
heading angles calculated by WalkCompass mostly follow the direction of the walk
along the corridor without being affected by the random changes in the orientation
of the phone.
Table 6.2: The various statistics of the errors in estimated heading direction. The
experiments focus on the robustness of the algorithm when the orientation of the







traces of this sub-section in Figure 6.6. Here the red circles represent the calculated
angles and the blue horizontal line shows the orientation of the corridor(244 degree) as
mentioned earlier. Here we can see how the trend of the calculated angled follows the
general direction of walk. We calculated the error in heading direction estimation by
taking 244 degree as the ground truth, although this does not follow the true heading
at each step. We plot the cumulative distribution of errors in Figure 6.7. Here we
can see that the error is limited to 10 degrees for more than 80% of the samples. In
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Figure 6.7: The CDF plot of the error in estimating the heading direction, when the
orientation of the phone changes frequently. The error is the difference between the
estimated angle and 244 degree, the approximate ground truth.
Table 6.2 we present various statistics, generated on these estimated error values,
that summarizes the performance of WalkCompass in withstanding smartphone’s
orientation change during the walk. We find that the mean of the error remains
close to the statistics presented in Table 6.1.
Cold Start Issue
We can notice the existence of high error values in the CDF plots, although in a
small percentage. This high error values appear because of the initial empty buffers,
which are used for filtering various data. The buffers are used to store a window of
values for the moving average calculator or for the low pass filters used to process the
raw sensor data or for the median filter used to calculate the final heading angles. In
the beginning of the execution of the application, these buffers are filled with zeros
and therefore any new value is underestimated until the buffer is sufficiently filled
with valid values. We call this the ’cold start issue’. The estimates during this period
do not match with the reality and thus leads to high error. This situation can also
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Table 6.3: The confusion matrix shows the performance of the Motion Mode Detec-
tion algorithm. The figures in the cells show the percentage of the calculated motion
pattern.
TrueMode Case1(SwingHand) Case2(Pocket) Case3(PalmTop) Case4(Jerk) Case5(Other)
Case 1 82.88 0.75 0 15.85 0.52
Case 2 13.21 84.04 0 0 2.75
Case 3 0 0 97.22 0 2.78
arise when the direction of walk changes abruptly with a high angle. We are working
to mitigate this issue by adaptively resizing the buffers and calibrating the optimal
sizes for them.
Performance of Motion Mode Detection Algorithm
We evaluate the performance of the Motion Mode Detection algorithm by recording
the calculated motion mode at each step of the user. The users walk on a corridor
that has one left turn, one about turn, and one right turn. It takes approximately
80 steps for the user to walk on this specific path during the experiment. The users
naturally carry the smartphone in one specific pattern for each experiment. We focus
on the swinging hand (‘Case 1’), pocket (‘Case 2’) and palm-top (‘Case 3’) scenarios
for this evaluation. The Table 6.3 shows the confusion matrix with the percentage
of the calculated motion modes for each of the experiments. The rows correspond
to the experiments with one motion mode and the columns shows, in percentage,
the number of times the algorithm predicted the corresponding motion mode. We
repeat each experiment multiple times for each user and the result shows that more
than 80% of the time the algorithm correctly identifies a motion mode.
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Chapter 7
Limitations and Future Work
The heading vector determined by the WalkCompass algorithm shows the direction
of the walk in the coordinate system of the smartphone. As the orientation of the
phone’s coordinate system is unknown, we need a global landmark to represent the
heading direction relative to the direction of that landmark. The magnetic North
of earth serves as the mentioned global landmark for direction. In other word, the
direction obtained from the digital compass is used as the global reference direction.
WalkCompass also use the direction of the magnetic field obtained from the built-in
magnetometer of the smartphone to represent the walking direction of the user as
the angle of deviation from this. This turns out to be the biggest source of error for
WalkCompass in indoor environment. In indoor environment, the direction of the
magnetic compass spatially varies due to the presence of ferrous structural material
or contents, electrical power system or electronic appliances that affects the natural
geo-magnetic field [4,5,10,22]. It introduces error in heading direction estimated by
WalkCompass, although the heading vector computed by the algorithm is correct.
We are working to find out an alternative global direction for our algorithm. We are
exploring many techniques for this purpose including the WiFi RSS map, magnetic
map and direction of Access Points etc.
In our future work we will also focus on the improvement in the response time and
mitigating cold start issue. We are working on the idea that predicts the direction of
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the next step based on previous stable headings and clues from various other sensors
to find the orientation change of the user. We call this Micro Dead Reckoning, as
it uses the dead reckoning technique for the short intervals and at the points when
the user takes a turn to estimate the change in the direction of walk. One of the
challenges for this technique is to distinguish between walking direction change and
the orientation change of the device only. We can also adaptively maintain the length
of the buffers, so that at the beginning of the walk or whenever any turn invalidates
the contents of the buffer, the algorithm can shorten the length of it and increase
the length up to a limit when a series of stable headings are found.
In future we plan to extend the scope of WalkCompass in various other scenarios.
The first among them is to determine heading direction in 3-dimensional space. The
heading vector calculated by the WalkCompass actually points the direction in 3-
dimensional space. Therefore, the algorithm can inherently produce the direction of
movement in 3-dimensional environment. We will be working to adapt the algorithm
to exploit this capability. This will be helpful to identify the heading direction when
the user is climbing stairs and in many other scenarios where the movement is not
restricted to the horizontal plane only.
There are cases where the user takes help from other equipment for locomotion,
for example wheel chair, skating board etc. We envision that the heading direction
estimator algorithm can work under such scenarios also as long as repetitive pattern
of heading forces are applied and the smartphone can sense it during the process of
movement. Moreover, WalkCompass can enhance the estimation of walking direction
by communicating between multiple sensing devices placed at various part of the
body. For example, the combined data from a smartphone in pocket and a tablet in
hand can have more information about the user’s movement and hence can produce
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better estimation of the heading direction. To extend the WalkCompass to work
under these scenarios is another future direction of work.
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Conclusion
Accurate estimation of the moving direction of a pedestrian is a long standing prob-
lem in the field of smartphone based indoor localization. Most of the indoor localiza-
tion concepts assume that some algorithm can accurately find the moving direction
of the pedestrian. However, existing solutions put some constraints on the use model
of the system and thus make them ineffective in practice. WalkCompass proposes an
effective solution in the direction of solving the heading angle problem by analyzing
the various forces employed during the walking process. Our proposed algorithm
can identify the moving direction of the pedestrian on per step basis. The solution
is inherently free from the constraints of the orientation of the smartphone. This
system can be used as a generic building block for any navigation system. We also
analyzed the human gait pattern in detail and using this analysis we explained why
our algorithm should work successfully in any pedestrian navigation system. We
achieve a low average error of 6 degrees, which is a significant improvement for a
generic solution. We are working on WalkCompass to make the system more robust,
fast, and applicable to a wider set of scenarios.
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